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1) What is involved ?
A water well or a borehole is a vertical capture engineered structure used to exploit the water from a
water table held in the interstices or in the cracks in a rock in the sub-soil known as aquifer. The water
can be raised to ground level either very simply using a receptacle (a bucket, for example) or more easily
using a manual or motor-driven pump.
Wells and boreholes vary tremendously, be it in depth, the volume of water, the cost or the purity of
the water, whether or not treatment is justified before it can be consumed (and should also be checked
regularly, not just when the structures are completed).

2) Who use this means and since when ? What is the
difference between a well and a borehole ?
Wells dug manually are some of the oldest sources of a water supply. The first wells were simple holes
with no protection against collapsing ; they failed to withstand the weather and therefore disappeared.
Wells dating from the Copper, Bronze and Iron Ages that are found all over Europe are far more
numerous.
- There are in fact three major categories of well : dug wells, driven wells and drilled wells,
commonly known as boreholes. The choice of engineered structure depends basically on the depth of
the aquifer water table (it would be extremely difficult or dangerous to have well diggers dig a well more
than 30 m deep by hand), hydrogeological data of the land, whether or not speed is sought and the cost
of the operation. A well dug by hand with the participation of the population frequently proves the least
costly. Lastly, the opening of a well dug with a pickaxe is far wider (if only so that the well diggers can go
down it) than a driven well creating by driving tools into the ground or a borehole where the opening is,
on the contrary, narrow given the tools used and the huge depth to be reached.

Digging a well manually in Madagascar . Photo Caritas -X. Stephani

3) Why ?

Water may well be present on Earth, but the salt water of seas and oceans accounts for 96.4% of the total
water volume.
Fresh water only accounts for 3.4% of the total volume of water on our planet.
This fresh water is broken down as follows :
- 2.15% is contained in the glaciers or permanent snow (about 70% of the total fresh water)
- 0.63% is found in groundwaters (about 22% of the total fresh water)
- 0.019% constitutes the surface waters : lakes, rivers of all sizes (about 0.6% only of the total fresh
water)
- A very small amount (0.001% of the total water) is contained in the atmosphere.
In most cases, and where there is a lack of surface water, a well or a borehole proves to be the most
efficient method to obtain fresh water resources, which is very frequently better quality that a surface
water more liable to pollution.

4) Who is primarily concerned ?
People living in regions with little surface water and sufficient groundwater resources.

5) What does this process involve ? How is it applied ?
Wells can be classified into three types :
- dug wells
- driven wells
- drilled wells or boreholes.

a) Dug wells
See sheet E29 Dug wells
Digging in the ground with a spade and a pickaxe is the most simple and oldest technique.
It is also the most tiring as well as the least costly. The soil has to be relatively soft and the water table
fairly shallow. These wells are often edged in stone to reinforce them and prevent them from collapsing,
but it is far better to case them (keep them vertical) with concrete rings often produced easily on site
using moulds.
Less rustic mechanical digging resources can also be used to reduce the considerable physical effort.
Dug wells are not very deep (between 10 and 20 m usually, 30 to 40 m exceptionally). As they are fairly
shallow, they risk being contaminated and can dry up more easily than the other types of well.

Digging a well Region of Savanes in Togo - Photo Caritas Dapaong

b) Driven wells (or sand-point wells)

Drilled well in BURKINA FASO Photo Caritas Burkina
See sheet E30 Driven wells
Driven wells are constructed by driving a small-diameter, perforated tube with a pointed end into
friable ground like sand or gravel using a vertical to-and-fro movement (except for the special
undercutting technique). A filter, or screen, is very often fixed to the lower section of the pipe to filter the
sand and other particles and prevent them from penetrating into the well.
They can only draw the water from average depths of between 15 and 100 m depending on the technique
used. Like the dug wells, they are also exposed, but less so, to contamination and drying up.
There are three driving techniques :
- Percussion driving :percussion involves driving a tube with a pointed end by letting a heavy tool
(the bit) fall regularly on the end of the tube.
- Water injection (or water jetting) driving : the process involves injecting water under pressure
inside a tube to facilitate digging the soil and removing the spoil.
- Undercutting driving

Undercutting involves digging the soil at the very base of the tubing in a vertical position which thus is
driven in under its own weight.

c) Drilled wells or boreholes
See sheet E31 Drilled wells
A large number of modern wells are drilled, meaning that they are dug by percussion of a tool in the soil
or by the rotary action of a cutting tool (augur, drill bit) revolving around a vertical axis. This breaks
and chews the rocks, with the residues usually brought up to the surface by sludge.
They can be up to 300 m deep.
Numerous techniques are possible for drilled wells :
1) They are drilled manually or cheap manual resources are used (for example, gimlets called augurs
which are turned with muscle power). The most frequently used techniques are :
- Hand-augur drilling
- Percussion drilling
- Water injection (or water jetting) drilling
- Sludge drilling.
2) Or light motor-driven means (pumps, compressors) are used to dig the ground
- Rotary-percussion drilling
- Rotary drilling
3) Or heavy drilling machinery is used that can reach great depths
- These drilling methods are often mounted on large, well-equipped lorries. They use rotary drilling
tools that chew or break the rocks or firstly, if the soil is soft as is often the case when drilling
commences, large augurs. The boreholes can be several hundred metres deep. A pump is often installed
at the bottom to pump the water up to the surface.

Drilling a well in Togo - Photo Caritas Kara

6) Special difficulties and remedies
The choice between the various well-digging processes depends on many parameters :
- The geological characteristics of the ground to be drilled : hard rocks, soft and crumbly rocks, sandy
ground, etc.
- The depth to be dug (which is based on the depth of the water table)
- The technical resources potentially available on site and their cost.
- The desired diameter.
- The volume of water to be collected every day based on the needs of the population to be supplied
The lack of timely servicing and repair of a well can reduce or even halt definitively pumping or
drawing of water due to breakdowns in operation. It also downgrades the quality of the water and
therefore causes illness.

It results in several tens of thousands of dug, driven or drilled well being abandoned worldwide
every year.

7) Main advantages and drawbacks
The various processes all have their advantages and drawbacks which are detailed in the miscellaneous
presentation sheets on the different well types.

8) Cost
The cost of a well varies according to the geology of the site, the technique used, the purpose of the well
(daily volume of water), the country, the cost of manpower and whether or not it is fitted with a pump.
The price range is very wide, from about €500 for a hand-dug well with no pump about ten metres
deep to more than €13,000 for a mechanised borehole with a pump some hundred metres deep.

9) Observations, recommendations and suggestions
As the dug and driven wells can only draw water from a shallow or medium depth (less than 40/45 m as a
rule), they are more exposed to contamination from human activities and to drying up during periods of
drought.
In unstable ground, the walls must be consolidated (liner, casing) with a coating to avoid the well
collapsing or being obstructed.

10) Achievement examples
- There are a huge number in the miscellaneous Caritas, mainly in Africa and Asia. Special mention is
made of the following documents :
- A case study has been carried out in Chad by the Practica Foundation, UNICEF and Enterprises
Works/VITA. It is available on the Internet site :
http://www.unicef.org/wash/files/CH...
This study examines the importance of manual drilling operations on the improvement in the drinking
water access rate in Chad and has highlighted that the predominant use up to 2002 of costly
conventional drilling techniques (mechanised) may not satisfy the demand for water throughout
the entire country.
- Another interesting report : An assessment by RWSN (Rural Water and Sanitation Network) on
hand-drilled wells in Niger over the last thirty years. Available online at :
http://www.rwsn.ch/documentation/sk...

11) Where to obtain further information
a) Websites
- WHO (World Health Organisation) : The Health Technician Manual.
http://whqlibdoc.who.int/publicatio...
- AFD (Agence française de développement) : very interesting, large and illustrated Booklet (85 pages, in
french) on different patterns of boreholes, pumps, arrangments, water searching...
http://www.afd.fr/webdav/shared/PORTAILS/SECTEURS/EAU_ET_ASSAINISSEMENT/pdf/GUIDE-RURAL.
pdf
- AKVO. This Dutch NGO has produced several interesting sheets on wells and boreholes. They are
available on its site : www.akvo.org or https://akvo.org/#videoRow
- Wikipedia Water well
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Puits_...,

- New Brunswick Ministry of the Environment : Basic notions on water wells
http://www.gnb.ca/0009/0371/0018/in..
- Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs : Private rural water supplies
www.omafra.gov.on.ca/french/engineer/facts/15-048.htm
- CIPEA : Exploiting hydraulic resources in Tropical Africa. Research report no. 6, can be consulted
on : http://books.google.fr

b) Videos
The sharing site VIMEO gives access to a certain number of videos (in English) on constructing wells
prepared by the Bolivian Association EMAS (Escuela Móvil de Agua y Saneamiento (Mobile School for
Water and Sanitation). EMAS prepares training courses and cheap solutions for access to drinking water
in Bolivia
http://vimeo.com/channels/emas
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